
3-1-3 Quick Guide to Breakout Activities for Lesson on  Who Am I? Multicultural Identity

Reading aloud activity: We recommend the following books that embody the themes of this lesson 
plan. After reading each book aloud, ask the children how it relates to the importance of multicultural 
identities in shows, movies, and books. Children may draw pictures of the story as they listen or 
afterwards. 

• Julián	is	a	Mermaid	by	Jessica	Love	
• Everybody	Cooks	Rice	by	Norah	Dooley	
• Sulwe	by	Lupita	Nyong'o	

Physical activity: Children will play active games that incorporate multicultural identities.
1. What Action Am I Doing? Tape a random action word (or picture of the word) to each child’s 

back. Sample words: (running, cooking, sweeping, rocking a baby, crying, dancing, 
jumping). One at a time, each child comes to the front of the group and shows everyone the 
word on their back. The rest of the group acts out the word without speaking, and the child 
has to guess what action word is taped to their back.

2. Multicultural Freeze Dance: Download a playlist of songs from all different cultures. Have 
the children dance around the room while music is playing. Encourage dance moves that 
represent different cultures (i.e. Hip-Hop, Tap, Irish, Folklorico, Modern, Kathak, Salsa, 
Ballet, Yangko, Bhangra, Cha-Cha, Rumba, Flamenco). When the music stops, they have to 
freeze in place.

3. Teach a Dance: Invite kids to pick a dance style they want to learn. Find a YouTube tutorial 
on that dance style for children and project the video on a screen. As a group, learn to do the 
dance moves. If time permits, try to learn several different dances during the week.

Drama/Theater activity: The children will create a talent show about this week’s theme, which is Who 
Am I? Multicultural Identity. Set a date near the end of the week for the talent show, so that kids have 
time to brainstorm, prepare and practice.

• Invite each child to display a talent that represents their culture. A child may choose to perform 
a dance, sing a song, read a poem, play an instrument, show a piece of artwork, hold a brief 
language lesson, demonstrate how to cook a special food, model a traditional outfit, etc. 

• If permissible, you can video the talent show to allow families to watch at home.

Visual Art activity: Make a multicultural group board to display at your YMCA. You can use several 
large pieces of posterboard or a tri-fold display (such as the type used for science fairs). Provide 
magazines, markers, glue, crayons, and basic drawing supplies.

• Have kids draw pictures of foods their family eats to celebrate holidays. Kids may also cut 
pictures out of magazines that represent food, music, dance, clothing, and people from their 
culture. Invite kids to label the pictures. 

• Kids can write and decorate words on the group board that describe aspects of their culture and 
ethnicity, their norms and values, the languages they speak, and the holidays they celebrate. 
(i.e., holidays such as Kwanzaa, Diwali, Chinese New Year, Hanukkah; languages such as 
Spanish, Korean, Arabic, Mandarin, etc.)
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https://www.amazon.com/Juli%C3%A1n-Mermaid-Jessica-Love/dp/076
https://www.amazon.com/Everybody-Cooks-Rice-Picture-Books/dp/08761459
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